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GRADE DISTRIBUTION 
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RESULTS FROM TEACHING EVALUATIONS 
 

# of Evaluations Scanned:  20   
 
 
 

NUMERIC RESPONSE SECTION 

 
Students mark A-E:  A=Strongly Agree (5 points);  B=Somewhat Agree (4 points);  

C=Neutral (3 points);  D=Somewhat Disagree (2 points);  E=Strongly Disagree (1 point) 
 

1. The instructor was available for consultation 
2. Student responsibilities for this course were well defined 
3. Class time was well spent 
4. I learned a lot from the instructor in this course 
5. Course materials contributed to my learning 
6. I was challenged in this course 
7. Coming into this course I was motivated to learn this subject 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4.45 4.60 4.45 4.50 4.42 4.65 4.21 

 
*Out of a possible 5.00 points* 

 
 
  



 

STUDENT COMMENTS (from back side of evaluation forms) 

 
Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching, such as clarity of 
explanations and examples, handling of questions, stimulation of thinking, and 
respect for individuals and their differences. 

- “Questions were always well answered” 
- ”Hard to learn when he’s not here” 
- “Thomas could spend more time thoroughly going through questions and theory.  

Goes too fast through problems and theory.  Blackboard technology could be 
improved.  Audio not good.  For the amount of homework given, it should be work 
more of grade” 

- “Try to stay away from the Blackboard” 
- “If homework is going to be so time consuming it might be better to make it worth 

more points” 
- “Blackboard is very helpful” 
- “I thought he was very helpful and clear in his examples” 
- “He is a nice guy, but a bad teacher” 

 
 

Did the instructor aid in your understanding of this subject? Please give specific 
examples consistent with your response. 

- “He gave good examples and helped clarify the concepts” 
- ”Yes, the best there is.  Hard tests!  But fair” 
- “Yes, very well” 

 
 

Please comment further on any of the items which you were asked about in this 
evaluation. 

- “Do not like split campus (instructor is on site only ½ the time)” 

- ”Dynamics is a difficult subject.  You make it fun.  Thanks” 
- “Homework seem a bit much” 
- “Could work a problem from a scratch instead of writing it from sheet at beginning of 

chapter” 
- “Blackboard collaboration should be gone with.  It is great and a much better learning 

when there is a professor in front of me.  No need for so much homework and 
allowing more time for review and study” 

- “Blackboard is dumb” 
- “Content was well covered.  Homework was excessive but other than that was a very 

informative class” 
- “I would suggest writing out the notes instead of going through them.  I think it would 

help people follow along a bit better” 


